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Historically, semiconductor superlattices, artificial periodic structures of different semiconductor materials,
were invented with the purpose of engineering or manipulating the electronic properties of semiconductor
devices. A key application lies in generating radiation sources, amplifiers, and detectors in the “unusual” spectral
range of subterahertz and terahertz (0.1–10 THz), which cannot be readily realized using conventional radiation
sources. Efforts in the past three decades have demonstrated various nonlinear dynamical behaviors including
chaos, suggesting the potential to exploit chaos in semiconductor superlattices as random signal sources (e.g.,
random number generators) in the THz frequency range. We consider a realistic model of dynamical resonant
tunneling of hot electrons in semiconductor superlattice, taking into account the induced space charge field.
Through a systematic exploration of the phase space we find that, when the system is subject to an external
electrical driving of a single frequency, chaos is typically associated with the occurrence of multistability. That
is, for a given parameter setting, while there are initial conditions that lead to chaotic trajectories, simultaneously
there are other initial conditions that lead to regular motions. Transition to multistability, i.e., the emergence of
multistability with chaos as a system parameter passing through a critical point, is found and argued to be abrupt.
Multistability thus presents an obstacle to utilizing the superlattice system as a reliable and robust random signal
source. However, we demonstrate that, when an additional driving field of incommensurate frequency is applied,
multistability can be eliminated, with chaos representing the only possible asymptotic behavior of the system. In
such a case, a random initial condition will lead to a trajectory landing in a chaotic attractor with probability 1,
making quasiperiodically driven semiconductor superlattices potentially as a reliable device for random signal
generation to fill the THz gap. The interplay among noise, multistability, and chaos is also investigated.
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I. INTRODUCTION29

A semiconductor superlattice consists of a periodic se-30

quence of thin layers of different types of semiconductor31

materials, which was conceived by Esaki and Tsu [1] with1 32

the purpose of being able to engineer the electronic properties33

of the structure. Specifically, a superlattice is a periodic34

structure of coupled quantum wells, where at least two types of35

semiconductor materials with different band gaps are stacked36

on top of each other along the so-called growth direction in2 37

an alternating fashion [2,3]. For a structure consisting of two38

materials, e.g., GaAs and AlAs, the regions of GaAs serve as39

quantum wells while those of AlAs are effectively potential40

barriers. As a result, the conduction band of the whole system41

exhibits spatially periodic modulation with the period given by42

the combined width of the quantum well and the barrier, which43

is typically much larger than the atomic lattice constant. If the44

widths of the barriers are sufficiently small, then the quantum45

wells are strongly coupled through the mechanism of quantum46

tunneling, effectively forming a one-dimensional energy band47

in the growth direction. Because of the relatively large spatial48

period of the superlattice as compared with the atomic lattice49

spacing, the resulting Brillouin zones and the bandwidths are50

much smaller than the inverse of the atomic lattice constant,51

leading to a peculiar type of band structure: the miniband. For52

larger barrier width, the quantum wells are weakly coupled53

so resonant tunneling of electrons between adjacent wells54

*Ying-Cheng.Lai@asu.edu

occurs and becomes dominantly sequential. When an external 55

voltage (bias) is applied, electronic transport can occur, making 56

superlattice appealing to investigating and exploiting various 57

transport phenomena [4]. More generally, the unique perspec- 58

tive or freedom to design electronic properties makes semi- 59

conductor superlattices a paradigm to study many phenomena 60

in condensed matter physics and device engineering [5]. 61

While electronic transport in semiconductor superlattices 62

should be treated quantum mechanically in principle, the 63

presence of an external field and the many-body effect through 64

the electron-electron Coulomb interaction make a full quantum 65

treatment practically impossible. An effective approach to 66

modeling transport dynamics in the superlattice system is 67

through the force-balance equation [6–15], which can be 68

derived either from the classical Boltzmann transport equa- 69

tion [9,10] or from the Heisenberg equation of motion [16,17]. 70

In spite of a quantum system’s being fundamentally linear, 71

the self-consistent field caused by the combined effects of the 72

external bias and the intrinsic many-body mean field becomes 73

effectively nonlinear [18,19]. In the high field transport regime, 74

various nonlinear phenomena including chaos can arise [4]. In 75

the past two decades, there were a host of theoretical and 76

computational studies of chaotic dynamics in semiconductor 77

superlattices [4,18–32]. The effects of magnetic field on the 78

nonlinear dynamics in superlattices were also investigated 79

[33–35]. Experimentally, a number of nonlinear dynamical 80

behaviors were observed and characterized [3,36–39]. 81

A key application of semiconductor superlattices is to fill 82

the so-called “THz” gap, i.e., to develop radiation sources, 83
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amplifiers, and detectors [40–44] from 0.1 to 10 THz, the84

frequency range in which convenient radiation sources are85

not readily available [45–48]. In particular, below 0.1 THz86

electron-transport-based devices are typical, and above 10 THz87

devices based on optical transitions (e.g., solid-state lasers) are88

commonly available. Since, in general, chaotic systems can89

be used as random number generators [49–57], the ubiquity90

of chaos in semiconductor superlattices implies that such91

systems may be exploited for random signal generation in92

the frequency range corresponding to the THz gap. Motivated93

by this, in this paper we are led to investigate the dynamics94

of energetic or “hot” electrons in semiconductor superlattices.95

Specifically, we study the setting where the system is subject to96

strong dc and ac fields so dynamical resonant tunneling occurs97

effectively in a quasi-one-dimensional superlattice. Due to the98

strong driving field, a space charge field is induced, which99

contains two nonlinear terms in the equation of motion. The100

main issue that we address is that of reliability and robustness,101

i.e., for a given parameter setting, what is the probability to102

generate chaos from a random initial condition? We find that,103

for the common case of a single ac driving field, onset of chaos104

is typically accompanied by the emergence of multistability in105

the sense that there are coexisting attractors in the phase space106

which are not chaotic. Using the ensemble method to calculate107

the maximum Lyapunov exponent, we distinguish the regular108

from the chaotic attractors. The probability for a random initial109

condition to lead to chaos is finite but in general is not close110

to unity. Due to the simultaneous creation of the basin of111

attraction of the chaotic attractor, the transition to multistability112

with chaos, as a system parameter passes through a critical113

point, is necessarily abrupt. Likewise, the disappearance of114

multistability is abrupt, as the typical scenario for a chaotic115

attractor to be destroyed is through a boundary crisis [58],116

which is sudden with respect to parameter variations. From117

the point of view of random signal generation, multistability118

is thus undesired. We find, however, that an additional driving119

field, e.g., of an incommensurate frequency, can effectively120

eliminate multistability to guarantee the existence of open121

parameter regions in which the probability of generating chaos122

from random initial conditions is unity. We also find that, due123

to multistability, weak noise can suppress chaos but strong124

noise can lead to chaos with probability 1.125

We note that, in nonlinear dynamical systems, multistability126

is a common phenomenon [59–69]. Earlier works focused127

on low-dimensional nonlinear dynamical systems with a few128

[59–63] and many coexisting attractors [64,65]. Recently mul-129

tistability has been uncovered in nanosystems such as the elec-130

trically driven silicon nanowire [56,67] described by nonlinear131

partial differential equations, as well as in a coupled system132

of a ferromagnet and a topological insulator [69]. The issue of133

controlling multistability was also addressed [64,68,70–72].134

Multistability was uncovered in semiconductor superlattices135

as well [73–75]. The multistability phenomenon studied in the136

present work, however, is associated with the dynamics of hot137

electrons.138

II. MODEL139

In weakly coupled superlattices in which sequential res-140

onant tunneling is the main transport mechanism, chaos can141

arise and its potential use as a random number generator has 142

been proposed [3,5,22]. In our work, we focus on the strongly 143

coupled regime, in which miniband conduction is the primary 144

contribution to transport. 145

Using the force-balance equation [76] for an n-doped semi- 146

conductor quantum-dot superlattice, we write the dynamical 147

equation for the electron center-of-mass velocity Vc(t) as 148

dVc(t)

dt
= −[γ1 + �c sin (�ct)]Vc(t)

+ e

M(Ee)
[E0 + E1 cos (�1t)

+E′
1 cos (�′

1t) + Esc(t)], (1)

where γ1 is the momentum-relaxation rate constant; �c comes 149

from the channel-conductance modulation with �c being 150

the modulation frequency; M(Ee) is the energy-dependent 151

averaged effective mass of an electron in the superlattice; Ee(t) 152

is the average energy per electron; E0 is the applied dc electric 153

field; E1 and E′
1 are the amplitudes of the two external ac 154

fields with frequencies �1 and �′
1, respectively; and Esc(t) is 155

the induced space-charge field due to the excitation of plasma 156

oscillation. Here, the statistical resistive force [76] has been 157

approximated by the momentum relaxation rate. Based on the 158

energy-balance equation, one can show [77] that Ee(t) satisfies 159

the following dynamical equation: 160

dEe(t)

dt
= −γ2[Ee(t) − E0]

+ eVc(t)[E0 + E1 cos(�1t)

+E′
1 cos(�′

1t) + Esc(t)], (2)

where γ2 is the energy-relaxation rate constant and E0 is the 161

average electron energy at the thermal equilibrium, and the 162

thermal energy exchange of the electrons with the crystal 163

lattice [77] is approximately described by the γ2 term. 164

Applying the Kirchoff’s theorem to a resistively shunted 165

quantum-dot superlattice [18], we obtain [78] the dynamical 166

equation for the induced space-charge field Esc(t) as 167

dEsc(t)

dt
= −γ3 Esc(t) −

(
en0

ε0εb

)
Vc(t), (3)

where γ3, which is inversely proportional to the product of 168

the system resistance and the quantum capacitance, is the 169

dielectric relaxation rate constant [78], n0 is the electron 170

concentration at the thermal equilibrium, and εb is the relative 171

dielectric constant of the host semiconductor material. The 172

exact microscopic calculations of γ1 and γ2 in the absence 173

of space-charge field were carried out previously [79] based 174

on the semiclassical Boltzmann transport equation and the 175

coupled force-energy balance equations [25], respectively. 176

Equivalent quantum calculations of γ1 and γ2 can also be 177

done through the coupled force balance and the Boltzmann 178

scattering equations [76]. 179

Within the tight-binding model, the single-electron kinetic 180

energy εk in a semiconductor quantum-dot superlattice can be 181

written as 182

εk = �

2
[1 − cos(kd)], (4)

002200-2
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where k (|k| � π/d) is the electron wave number along the183

superlattice growth direction, � is the miniband width, and d184

is the spatial period of the superlattice. This energy dispersion185

relation gives [76]186

1

M(Ee)
=

〈
1

�2

d2εk

dk2

〉
= 1

m∗

[
1 −

(
2

�

)
Ee(t)

]
, (5)

where m∗ = 2�
2/�d2 and |1/M(Ee)| � 1/m∗.187

For numerical calculations, it is convenient to use di-188

mensionless quantities. Specifically, we introduce v(τ ) =189

(m∗d/�) Vc, w(τ ) = [(2/�) Ee − 1], f (τ ) = (ed/�ω0) Esc,190

and τ = ω0t with ω0 = 1 THz being the frequency scale. In191

terms of the dimensionless quantities, the dynamical equations192

of the resonantly tunneling electrons in the superlattice193

become194

dv(τ )

dτ
= −b1v(τ )[1 + a2 sin(�̄τ )]

− [a0 + a1 cos(�τ ) + a′
1 cos(�′τ ) + f (τ )]w(τ ),

dw(τ )

dτ
= −b2[w(τ ) − w0]

+ [a0 + a1 cos(�τ ) + a′
1 cos(�′τ ) + f (τ )]v(τ ),

df (τ )

dτ
= −b3f (τ ) − a3v(τ ), (6)

where w0 = [(2/�) E0 − 1] = −1, b1 = γ1/ω0, b2 =195

γ2/ω0, b3 = γ3/ω0, a0 = ωB/ω0, a1 = ωs/ω0, a
′
1 = ω′

s/ω0,196

a2 = �c/γ1, and a3 = (�c/ω0)2 are all positive real constants.197

The field related parameters are ωB = eE0d/�, ωs = eE1d/�,198

ω′
s = eE′

1d/�, � = �1/ω0, �′ = �′
1/ω0, �̄ = �c/ω0, and199

�c =
√

e2n0/m∗ε0εb, where the last quantity is the200

bulk plasma frequency. The fields are assumed to be201

turned on at t = 0. The initial conditions for Eq. (6) are202

v(0) = v0,f (0) = f0, and w(0) = w0.203

III. RESULTS204

A. Evidence of multistability205

In the absence of the space-charge field Esc(t) from the206

plasmon excitation, Eqs. (1) and (2) become linearly coupled207

equations. In such a case, the electron dynamics can be solved208

exactly [79] by using the semiclassical Boltzmann transport209

equation subject to a strong dc+ac field, where there is an210

interplay between the phenomena of Bloch oscillations and211

dynamical localization, which play an important role in the212

transport dynamics. When the space charge field Esc(t) was213

included, the motions of hot electrons in the quantum-dot214

superlattice can exhibit chaotic behaviors [18]. The relaxation 215

rates in Eqs. (1) and (2), γ1 and γ2, can be evaluated using 216

the coupled force-energy balance equations [25], where the 217

two-dimensional phase diagram of the driving amplitude and 218

frequency in the absence of the dc field, as well as their 219

dependence on the lattice temperature, were computed and 220

analyzed. 221

The dimensionless Eq. (6) represents a nonlinear dynamical 222

system with f (τ )w(τ ) and f (τ )v(τ ) as the specific nonlinear 223

terms. While, in principle, all system parameters can be 224

adjusted, experimentally, certain parameters are not readily 225

susceptible to changes, especially those characterizing the 226

material properties such as γ1,2,3. Adjustable are the parame- 227

ters associated with the driving dc or ac electric field such as 228

a0,a1,a
′
1 and the frequencies � and �′. 229

To search for multistability, we use the method of ensemble 230

simulations by which we choose a large number of random 231

initial conditions and determine the asymptotic state for 232

each initial condition. As shown schematically in Fig. 1(a), 233

under the same parameter setting, two initial conditions can 234

lead to two completely different attractors, one regular and 235

another chaotic. For better visualization of the basins of the 236

distinct attractors, we select a number of parallel planes in the 237

dynamical variables (v,w) for a set of systematically varying 238

values of the third variable f . Figure 1(b) shows, for a1 = 1.9 239

(E1 < E0), the basin structures of 11 such planes, where 240

we find two final states: one steady-state (blue) and another 241

chaotic (yellow) attractors. A general feature is that the basin 242

structures appear quite irregular, and there are approximately 243

equal numbers of initial conditions that lead to each of the 244

two distinct attractors. As the amplitude of the modulated 245

field is increased to a1 = 2.3 (E1 > E0), the number of initial 246

conditions that lead to the chaotic attractor is apparently more 247

than that to the steady-state attractor, as shown in Fig. 1(c). 248

In both Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), for f0 > 0 there is an open 249

area near (v0,w0) = (0,0) which belongs to the basin of the 250

chaotic attractor, indicating a high probability for the system 251

trajectory to land in this attractor and henceforth ubiquity of 252

chaos associated with hot electron motions in the superlattice. 253

Representative examples of the evolution towards a chaotic 254

attractor are shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(d). 255

B. Abrupt transition to multistability with chaos 256

To determine the nature of the distinct asymptotic attractors 257

of the system, we use the standard maximum (nontrivial) 258

Lyapunov exponent λm, where a positive and a negative value 259

indicates a chaotic and a regular attractor, respectively. The 260

time-dependent Jacobian matrix of Eq. (6) is 261

A(τ ) =

⎛
⎜⎝

−b1[1 + a2 sin(�̄τ )] −a0 + a1 cos(�τ ) + a′
1 cos(�′τ ) + f (τ ) −w(τ )

a0 + a1 cos(�τ ) + a′
1 cos(�′τ ) + f (τ ) −b2 v(τ )

−a3 0 −b3

⎞
⎟⎠. (7)

The maximum Lyapunov exponent can be calculated through262

dx(τ )

dτ
= A(τ ) · x(τ ), (8)

where x is a unit tangent vector.263

Statistically, what is the route to chaos for hot electron 264

motion in the superlattice as a system (bifurcation) parameter is 265

changed, and how likely is multistability? From the standpoint 266

of relative basin volumes, the transition must be abrupt 267

002200-3
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FIG. 1. Evidence of multistability: Multiple coexisting attractors and their basins of attraction. (a) Schematic diagram of multistability
resulting from different choices of the initial conditions v0, w0, and f0. Two distinct sets of initial conditions, (v0,w0,f0) and (v′

0,w
′
0,f

′
0),

chosen from a cube in the (v,w,f ) space, can result in a stable steady state and chaos, respectively. The dashed blue and yellow traces signify
that the asymptotic state is a regular steady-state (blue) and a chaotic attractor (yellow), respectively, as indicated by the distribution of the
maximum Lyapunov exponent calculated from a large number of initial conditions. [(b) and (c)] Basins of attraction of the steady-state and the
chaotic attractors in the (v0,w0) plane for a systematically varying set of values of f0 (for f0 ∈ [−1, 1] in increments of 0.2) for a1 = 1.9 and
a1 = 2.3, respectively. The ranges of v0 and w0 are |v0| � 1 and |w0| � 1. Other parameters for both (b) and (c) are a0 = 2.23,a′

1 = a2 = 0,
a3 = 7.48,b1 = 0.28,b2 = b3 = 2.85 × 10−2, and � = 1.34.
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FIG. 2. Examples of chaotic dynamics associated with multista-
bility. [(a)–(d)] Four representative trajectories evolving toward a
chaotic attractor in the three-dimensional phase space. The initial
conditions are (v0,w0,f0) = (−0.2, − 0.2, − 0.6) for panels (a) and
(c) and (0,0.2,0.4) for panels (b) and (d). The value of the bifurcation
parameter is a1 = 1.9 for (a) and (b) and a1 = 2.3 for (c) and (d).
Other parameters are a0 = 2.23,a′

1 = a2 = 0,a3 = 7.48,b1 = 0.28,
b2 = b3 = 2.85 × 10−2, and � = 1.34.

because, when a chaotic attractor emerges (e.g., through the 268

standard period doubling route [80]), its basin is created 269

simultaneously. Thus, if we calculate the probability for a 270

random trajectory to land in the chaotic attractor versus the 271

bifurcation parameter, we expect to see an abrupt increase in 272

the probability from zero to a finite value as the parameter 273

passes through a critical point. This has indeed been found 274

in the superlattice system, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(c) 275

for fixed a0 = 2.23 and a1 increasing systematically from 276

1.0 to 3.0. Specifically, shown in Fig. 3(a) are the values 277

of the maximum Lyapunov exponent λm versus a1 from a 278

large number of random initial conditions chosen from a unit 279

cube |v0,w0,f0| < 1 in the phase space. Figure 3(b) shows 280

the probability of having λm > 0 versus a1. For a1 ≈ 1.65, 281

we observe an abrupt increase in the probability of having 282

chaos. Similarly, disappearance of chaos (e.g., through the 283

typical mechanism of boundary crisis [58]) must also be abrupt 284

because, as a chaotic attractor is destroyed, its basin disappears 285

simultaneously as it is absorbed into the basin of the coexisting 286

regular attractor. This behavior occurs for a1 ≈ 2.45, as shown 287

in Fig. 3(c). Since the probability of having chaos is never 288

unity, we see that multistability arises for 1.65 � a1 � 2.45 289

(except for the values of a1 corresponding to the occurrence of 290

periodic windows), in which a chaotic and a regular attractors 291

coexist. 292

Abrupt emergence and disappearance of multistability 293

associated with chaos also occur for fixed a1 = 2.13 and 294

varying a0, as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(d). We see that 295

the maximum probability of landing in a chaotic attractor is 296

relatively small as compared with that for Figs. 3(c). Even if the 297

002200-4
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FIG. 3. Transition to chaos and multistability. (a) For fixed a0 =
2.23, the values of the maximum Lyapunov exponent λm calculated
from an ensemble of initial conditions versus a1 for 1.0 � a1 � 3.0.
(b) A similar plot but for fixed a1 = 2.13 and a0 varying in the
range [1.0,2.4]. (c) For a0 = 2.23, the probability versus a1 for a
random trajectory to land in a chaotic attractor. (d) A plot similar to
that in (c) but for fixed a1 = 2.13 and varying a0. Other parameters
are a′

1 = a2 = 0, a3 = 7.48, b1 = 0.28, b2 = b3 = 2.85 × 10−2, and
� = 1.34. From (a) and (c), abrupt emergence of chaos at a1 ≈ 1.65
and abrupt disappearance of chaos at a1 ≈ 2.45 can be seen (see text
for the reason of the “abruptness”). The dips in the probability curve of
chaos for a1 ≈ 2.0 and a1 ≈ 2.15 are due to periodic windows. Abrupt
emergence and disappearance of multistability associated with chaos
also occur for fixed a1 = 2.13 and varying a0, as shown in (b)
and (d).

system has settled into chaotic motion, due to multistability298

external disturbances can “push” it our of chaos, which is299

undesired for random signal generation.300

C. Reliable and robust chaos with quasiperiodically driving301

fields and the effect of noise302

The simultaneous emergence of chaos and multistability303

presents a difficulty in exploiting semiconductor superlattices304

for applications in random signal generation, a task that305

requires reliable, robust, and persistent chaotic behaviors.306

However, due to the coexisting nonchaotic attractor, there is307

a finite probability that a randomly chosen initial condition308

would not lead to a chaotic trajectory. Even when the system309

has settled into a chaotic attractor, random disturbances can310

drive it out of chaos. Through extensive simulations, we find311

that, if the system is under a single ac driving, then it is312

unlikely that the probability of having chaos can reach unity313

in any open interval. However, we find a relatively simple,314

experimentally feasible way to eliminate multistability in such315

a way that the only attractor in the system is chaotic. In316

particular, when the system is subject to a second ac driving317

field of incommensurate frequency, transition to chaos can be318

achieved but without the occurrence of multistability.319

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) demonstrate the occurrence of chaos320

with probability 1 when the superlattice system is under321
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FIG. 4. Occurrence of reliable and robust chaos with probability
1 under quasiperiodic driving. When a second ac driving field of
amplitude a′

1 and frequency �′ = √
2 is applied to the superlattice

system, open parameter intervals emerge in which the probability
of generating chaos from a random initial condition is unity.
(a) Statistical counts of the maximum Lyapunov exponent and
(b) probability of generating chaos versus a′

1. Other parameters
are a0 = 2.23, a1 = 2.3, a2 = 0, a3 = 7.48, b1 = 0.28, b2 = b3 =
2.85 × 10−2, and � = 1.34.

quasiperiodic driving, i.e., when a second ac driving field, 322

a′
1 cos(�′τ ), is present for �′ = √

2. In particular, Fig. 4(a) 323

shows, for systematically varying amplitude a′
1, the possible 324

values of the maximum Lyapunov exponent where, for each 325

fixed value of a′
1, the distinct values of the exponent from a 326

large number of initial conditions are displayed. Figure 4(b) 327

shows the probability of generating chaos versus the driving 328

amplitude a′
1, where we see that there are open parameter 329

intervals in which the probability is 1. Thus, in spite of the pe- 330

riodic windows, in these open intervals the only attractor of the 331

system is chaotic, effectively eliminating multistability. Due 332

to the openness of the parameter intervals for chaos, generic 333

perturbation will not drive the system out of chaos, making it 334

suitable for random signal generation. Figure 5(a) presents an 335

example of the statistical distribution of the values associated 336

with a typical chaotic signal, which is approximately Gaussian. 337

Figure 5(b) shows the autocorrelation of the signal, which 338

exhibits a desired decaying behavior. 339

In weakly coupled systems [81,82], noise can induce chaos. 340

We find, however, that in strongly coupled systems, noise, 341

depending on its amplitude, can either suppress or enhance 342

chaos. In particular, due to multistability, weak noise tends 343

to “kick” a chaotic trajectory out of its basin of attraction 344

and drives the system to the coexisting regular attractor. If 345

noise is sufficiently strong, then the system can be driven 346

out of the basin of the regular attractor towards the chaotic 347

attractor. In either case, multistability is destroyed, as under 348

noise there is only a single attractor that can be either regular or 349
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FIG. 5. Statistical properties of chaos for random signal gen-
eration. Under quasiperiodic driving (� = 1.34 and �′ = √

2), (a)
distribution of the values of a chaotic time series f (τ ). The green
dashed curve is a fitted Gaussian with mean μ = −0.9 and variance
σ 2 = 0.1. (b) Autocorrelation of the chaotic time series, where �τ

is the time difference τ − τ ′ and dτ is the time step used in the
numerical integration of the equations of motion. Other parameters
are identical to those in Fig. 4.

chaotic depending on the noise amplitude. To demonstrate this350

phenomenon, we apply uncorrelated noise a0 → a0 + ain(t)3 351

with a Gaussian distribution to the voltage driving, where352

〈ain(t)ain(t ′)〉 = σ 2δ(t − t ′). We find, for 0.06 � σ � 0.56353

(the weak-noise regime for the particular parameter setting),354

that the stable steady state is the only attractor in the355

system as noise can drive a chaotic trajectory into the stable356

steady-state attractor. In contrast, in the strong-noise regime357

(σ � 0.56), the chaotic attractor is the only attractor in the358

system. The phenomena can be intuitively illustrated using a359

simple mechanical system in which a particle moves in an360

asymmetrical double potential well system. As indicated in361

Fig. 6(b), the stable steady-state and the chaotic attractors are362

represented by the deep and shallow wells, respectively. Weak363

noise can drive the particle from the shallow well and kick364

it into the deep well with a lower energy, but the opposite365

cannot occur due to the weakness of noise and the well366

depth. However, for strong noise, the random energy can be367

sufficient to excite particle out of the deep well. We remark368

that noise-induced chaos is a well-documented phenomenon369

in nonlinear dynamics (see, for example, Refs. [83–88]).370

D. Physical mechanism of chaos and multistability371

The physical mechanism for the evolution of the basin372

structure toward a more chaos dominated one [Fig. 1(c)] as373

the ac driving amplitude is increased can be understood as374

follows. From Eq. (1), we find that the quantity 1/M(Ee)375

controls the switching between the in-phase (acceleration376

with dVc/dt > 0) and the out-of phase (deceleration with377

dVc/dt < 0) electron motions with respect to the driving378

dc+ac field. Equation (2) also indicates that the in-phase and379
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FIG. 6. Effect of noise on multistability and chaos. When noise of
zero mean is applied to the voltage driving, for weak-noise chaos it is
suppressed but it is enhanced for strong noise. In the latter case there
are open parameter intervals in which the probability of generating
chaos from a random initial condition is unity. (a) Statistical counts of
the maximum Lyapunov exponent and (b) probability of generating
chaos versus a′

1. Other parameters are the same as for Fig. 4 except
a′

1 = 0. A simple mechanical system illustrating the interplay among
noise, multistability, and chaos is included in (b); see text for details.

out-of phase motions are associated with the increase (field- 380

power absorption) and decrease (field-power amplification) 381

in the average electron energy Ee (� 0). A change in Ee 382

directly leads to M(Ee) > 0 for 0 � Ee < �/2 or M(Ee) < 0 383

for �/2 < Ee � �. This gives rise to an upper limit for the 384

velocity amplitude |Vc|. 385

In the absence of the ac field, by neglecting decays and the 386

space-charge field, we get from Eqs. (1) and (2) 387

d2Vc(t)

dt2
+ ω2

B Vc(t) = 0, (9)

where ωB = eE0d/� is the Bloch frequency. The dc field 388

can thus drive the electrons into periodic Bloch oscillations 389

with the frequency ω = ωB due to the periodic superlattice 390

band structure. In the presence of an external ac field, the 391

combination of the E1 cos(�1t)Ee(t) term in Eq. (1) and 392

the E1 cos(�1t)Vc(t) term in Eq. (2) will generate many 393

harmonic ac fields in the system. Specifically, including 394

the primary ac field but still neglecting decays and the 395

space-charge field in Eqs. (1) and (2), we obtain its nth 396

harmonics in the oscillating Vc(t) with the frequency ω = n�1 397

and the amplitude |Vc| ∼ (eE1d/��1)2n−1/(2n − 1)!!, where 398

n = 2, 3, . . . . These harmonic ac fields interact with the 399

electron Bloch oscillations by forming multiple resonances at 400

ω = ωB ± n�1. Note that, without any harmonics, the system 401

dynamics is similar to that of a forced pendulum, which can 402

typically have chaotic motion for large driving amplitude and 403

low frequency. For small values of E1, i.e., (eE1d/��1) < 1, 404

we anticipate only a few periodic oscillating modes associated 405

with the isolated multiresonances, which manifest themselves 406

as islands (or gaps) in the E1-�1 plane. As the driving force 407

is increased (E1 > E0) and the driving frequency is decreased 408
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(�1 < �B), a large number of enhanced harmonic ac modes409

emerge in the system for (eE1d/��1) > 1. In such a case,410

the multiple resonance-induced islands in the E1-�1 phase411

space are widened and become overlapped. As a result, the412

electron motion switches from a periodic-dominant pattern to413

a chaotic-dominant one.414

Equation (3) contains a self-consistent oscillating space-415

charge field Esc(t), whose amplitude |Esc| tends to grow416

with the amplitude |Vc| of the electron velocity. From the417

combination of the Esc(t)Ee(t) term in Eq. (1) and the418

Esc(t)Vc(t) term in Eq. (2), we expect much higher harmonics419

of the primary ac field to develop rapidly in the system insofar420

as (eE1d/��1) � 1. In fact, a straightforward calculation421

indicates |Esc| ∼ (eE1d/��1)αn , where the sequence αn =422

2αn−1 + αn−2 with α1 = 1 and α2 = 3 diverges fast with n423

[i.e., limn→∞(αn/αn−1) = 1 + √
2]. In short, by including the424

self-consistent oscillating space-charge field, the superlattice425

system will be driven quickly into a chaotic regime insofar as426

�c/�1 is large and the condition eE1d/��1 > 1 is met.427

We remark that, in the miniband approach, the balance428

equation [Eq. (1)] is valid only if the electric field in the429

superlattice is homogeneous. With such an electric field,430

the system dynamics is generally unstable when the dc431

differential conductivity is negative—the so-called NDC in-432

stability [13,30]. The normalized dc current density j�
dc/jp433

in the superlattice can be estimated using the Esaki-Tsu434

characteristic and the Tucker relations [5,89–93]. For the435

static case with only dc driving field a0, the parameters in436

our simulation are located in the NDC instability regime.437

However, with an ac driving, transport can be enhanced by438

a quantized energy (“photon”) caused by the ac field. As439

a result, the differential conductivity is not always negative440

for large values of a0 [94,95]. The differential conductivity441

becomes positive for a0 = n�, where n = 1,2, . . . . Using442

the same parameter setting as in Figs. 3(b) and 3(d), we443

find that, near a0 = 1� ≈ 1.34, the regime of chaos (gray444

regime in Fig. 7) covers completely the positive differential445

conductivity regime, indicating the existence of parameter446

regimes of chaos but without the NDC instability and, as such,447

the NDC instability may not be a contributing factor to chaos.448

Indeed, since our model is based on a single miniband, it449

pre-excludes any NDC effect. In addition, the field domain450

effect is expected to be small if the period of the superlattice451

is short and the number of periods is not too large. A complete452

analysis of the NDC instability and its possible interplay with453

chaotic dynamics is beyond the scope of the present work.454

IV. DISCUSSION455

Semiconductor superlattices, due to their potential appli-456

cations as radiation sources, amplifiers, and detectors in the457

THz spectral range, have been extensively studied. There has458

also been a great deal of effort in investigating nonlinear459
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FIG. 7. IV curve for the superlattice system. The black thin and
blue thick curves are calculated based on the Esaki-Tsu characteristic
and Tucker relation. The gray domain denotes the parameter regime
in our study.

dynamics in superlattice systems. Especially, chaos has been 460

demonstrated as a generic behavior, suggesting the possibility 461

of random signal generation in the THz range. For such 462

applications it is desired that chaos be reliable and robust in 463

the sense that disturbances to the system shall not drive it out 464

of chaos. In spite of the previous works in this field, the issues 465

have not been addressed of whether chaos in semiconductor 466

superlattice is reliable and robust and, if not, what can be done 467

to overcome the difficulty. 468

The main result of our work is demonstration that, for 469

resonant tunneling dynamics of energetic electrons in semi- 470

conductor superlattices subject to an external periodic driving 471

field, chaos and multistability go side by side in the sense 472

that they emerge and disappear simultaneously as a system 473

parameter is changed. Due to the creation of the basin of 474

attraction associated with the birth of a chaotic attractor, the 475

transition to multistability is necessarily abrupt. As a result 476

of multistability, for any given parameter the probability of 477

generating chaos from a random initial condition will in 478

general not be close to unity. We develop a heuristic physical 479

understanding for the emergence of chaos and multistability. 480

To eliminate multistability and ensure that chaos is the only 481

outcome for any random initial condition, we find that the 482

approach of applying quasiperiodic ac driving can be effective. 483

Experimentally, it may be feasible to apply a second ac electric 484

field to drive the superlattice system. Our work demonstrates 485

that robust chaos can emerge, making semiconductor super- 486

lattice with quasiperiodic driving a potential candidate for 487

random signal generation in the THz range. 488
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